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Break into Manageable Tasks

Break work into four tracks:
  • Interconnection
  • Aggregation
  • Markets
  • Operations and Coordination

Each track will be worked separately, with its own own CBIR process, timeline, matrix, proposals, and votes.
Order of Work

Interconnection:
• Difficulty interconnecting DERs was the original charge for this group.
• Efforts so far inconclusive.
• Propose resuming work at next meeting, aiming for vote at year end.
• If MIC Order 841 special session identifies interconnection compliance issues, adjust timeline accordingly.

Aggregation:
• May be difficult to reach consensus
• Likely to be affected by FERC DER NOPR
• Propose delaying until after FERC action
Order of Work

Markets:
• Scope to be energy, ancillary services, and capacity. Individual packages may choose to only address some or subdivide.
• Related market changes needed for Order 841 compliance on BTM storage.
• Hopefully more room for stakeholder agreement.
• Propose work on timetable to be included in Order 841 compliance filing, with parallel 205 filing if necessary.

Operations and Coordination:
• General concerns about PJM/EDC coordination raised.
• No packages or specific proposals.
• Work to be lead by EDCs, timeline to be suggested by whatever party is willing to take ownership of this issue.